
Book Faker   Imagine that you 
didn’t read your book for your 
Book Talk.  How would you get 
through the talk with Mrs. M.?  
What would you do?  -Payton M

Honoring Veterans  Write about 
why Veteran’s Day is important to 
you.  What does it mean to you?  
To people you know?   -Kassidi

Turkey Takeover   The top turkey 
supplier in the world stops 
producing turkey—and YOU have 
to break in to find out why.  What 
is the mystery of the turkey?             
-Logan E

Gobbling Guest  What if you 
could bring anyone to your 
Thanksgiving?  Who would you 
pick?  It could be from the past or 
right now!  -Charlie, Corinne

Changing It Up   Think about a 
time when you wish you could 
have changed something that you 
did or said.  What happened?  
Why do you wish to change it?        
-Allen N

Sweet Mystery  You and your 
friends are trading candy from 
Halloween—and then the lights 
go black!  Your candy is now 
missing!  Create a story that 
explains how you solve the sweet 
mystery!  -Connor I.

Sad Turkey   Imagine that you are 
the turkey for Thanksgiving.  
Write a diary entry that explains 
how you feel about being hunted 
every year.  -TJ W

2015 Bucket List   The end of the 
year is just two months (or less!) 
away.  List 15 things you want to 
do or accomplish before the end of 
the year.  -Kayla D

Snowless Wonder   Imagine that 
no snow comes this year.  What 
would you do?  How would this 
affect your life?  Your winter?            
-Payton M.

Leaves…Forever?   Your parents 
tell you that you have to rake 
leaves for the whole day.  Create a 
story explaining how you get out 
of it without getting into trouble.  
-Sebastian

The Turkey Ran Away!   Your 
parents inform you that your 
turkey ran away!  Now you have to 
make Thanksgiving dinner—but 
you can only use what is in your 
kitchen right now (yes, really!).  
What do you make?   -Symmone, 
Maggie C

As Easy As Pie   Pick five of your 
favorite Thanksgiving foods.  
Describe each food you pick using 
two types of figurative language 
each.  Make sure they sound really 
heavenly!   -Brooklynn

November Bingo     
Chillin’ With The Rents   If you 
were to do one thing with your 
parent(s), what would it be?  
Why did you choose that?          
-Mrs. Murvine        

Escape Plan   You are the 
Thanksgiving turkey. Create an 
escape plan to get away from the 
turkey farm before YOU get eaten.  
Be sure to include a map!                    
-Ashland, Maggie C

Time Traveling Turkey   Your 
parents serve up Thanksgiving 
dinner, but when you cut into the 
turkey, it sends you to the very 
first Thanksgiving.  Finish the 
story!   -David M

Snowy Beginnings  You wake up 
one morning and find out that it is 
the first day of snow.  Write a half 
of a page about your feelings 
seeing all that snow!  -Kylei

Age Picker   What if you could 
pick to be any age for the rest of 
your life.  What age would you 
pick?  Why?  -No Name  

Armor Away!  You walk into a cave 
and find an ancient suit of armor.  
You put it on and then…..finish 
the story!  -David M

Thankful Thanksgiving   Write a 
list of 15 things you are thankful 
for.  You must use complete 
sentences and explain why you are 
thankful for that thing.  -Kaden P, 
Briana T

Changing Seasons   You have 
been chosen by Mother Nature to 
create a new season.  Explain your 
new season.  What happens 
during it?  Any holidays?  Weather 
patterns?   -Kayla D

Gobble Gobble!   It’s nearly 
Thanksgiving and YOU are the 
turkey.  You don’t want to be 
chosen as the main dish—so write 
a speech that will convince the 
family not to eat you.  -Bella, No 
Name, Christian P

Bottomless Pit   Imagine that your 
stomach never got full.  Make a list 
of 25 things that you would eat at 
Thanksgiving dinner.  -Sterling

The Magic Pie   Your grandma is 
making a pie that is magically 
delicious.  You find the recipe, but 
are very surprised to see how 
unusual the recipe is.  Write out 
the recipe—and be creative!  -Alex

Great Expectations  What is your 
favorite thing about GREAT?  
What is the best part?  What parts 
would you do differently?  -Jayce S

The Perfect Plate   It is 
Thanksgiving and you are in 
charge of preparing the perfect 
meal for your guests.  What do 
you make?  What does it taste 
like?   -Devin C, Maddie Z, 
Logan W

Each piece of writing should be on a separate sheet of paper.  Each piece of writing should be at least 1/2 of a page in length.  For a “C” (75%), 
you must complete all four corners.  For a B (85%), you must complete five (5) in a row.  For an A (95%), you must complete two rows.  To earn extra 
credit points, you must complete all 25 writing prompts.  Randomly completed squares will not count for full credit!
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